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Book Descriptions:

3m pocket projector mpro120 manual

All Rights Reserved. There are no user serviceable parts other than the battery. Service to be
performed only by a 3Mauthorized service provider using 3Mapproved system components. Use only
the 3Mspecified wall charger or automobile charger. All Rights Reserved. X X X X X X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X Maximum Radiant Power 0.59 mW. All Rights Reserved. This information represents
3M’s knowledge and belief, which may be based on information provided by third party suppliers to
3M. All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. 10 11. The battery is quick and easy to install and
comes partially charged. To install the battery slide the back cover off, insert the battery, and
reinstall the cover. There are four outlet adapters to give you the flexibility to power the 3M
MPro120 in most countries. You can also power the projector with the 3M MPro120 Car Charger,
available separately. When the battery needs to be charged, the Status Indicator will flash red. The
battery is charged by connecting the 3M MPro120 power adapter to the projector. This cable sends
a higher quality video signal for the best possible image. Connect the Component AV cable to the
projector’s VGAAV input. Connect the VGA Cable to the MPro120 projector. Connect the VGA Cable
to the computer’s video and audio outputs. Set the computer resolution to one of the supported
resolutions. Release the power button when the projected image is gone.Refer to the chart
below.High Brightness Low Brightness. Tip The 3M MPro120 will attach to most camera tripods.
Cleaning Projector Turn off the projector and disconnect power and other cables. Status Indicator
Flashing Red The projector can not turn on because the battery needs to be charged.See “Charge
the Battery” on page 14.All Rights Reserved. All Rights Reserved. Specification Rechargeable
LithiumIon Polymer Battery 3.7V 2200 mAh, 8.1 Wh 62.4 x 53.8 x
10.http://www.jdcampus.co.uk/uploads/cz-usa-manuals.xml

3m mpro120 pocket projector manual, 3m pocket projector mpro120 manual, 3m
pocket projector mpro120 manual pdf, 3m pocket projector mpro120 manual
download, 3m pocket projector mpro120 manual free, 3m pocket projector mpro120
manual instructions.

5 mm Resolution width x height If the 3M product is replaced, 3M will replace the 3M product with
the same or equivalent model and with a new or refurbished 3M product. In the case of an approved
warranty claim, the replacement 3M product will carry only the remaining term of the original 3M
product’s warranty period as stated above. Inadequate air ventilation will cause the 3M product to
malfunction or will cause damage to the 3M product which will void the warranty. All Rights
Reserved. Projection Systems 3M Austin Center 6801 River Place Blvd. Operator’s GuideContents.
Intended Use Statement. 4. Trademarks and Copyrights. 4. Safety Information. 4. Safety Labels.
Page 4 Safety Information EnglishPage 5 EnglishSafety LabelsPage 9 English. WEEE Statement. The
following information is only for EUmembers States. The mark shown to. Page 10 Package Contents
EnglishParts 1 4The battery is. Page 13 English. Power Adapter. The power adapter is used to
charge the battery or power the. Page 14 EnglishPage 15 Making Connections English. Making
Connections. Connecting to a Composite Video Device. Use the AV Cable to input. Page 16
EnglishPage 17 EnglishPage 18 EnglishPage 19 Operating Instructions English. Operating
Instructions. Powering On. Press and hold the power button for 3 seconds. Release. Page 20
EnglishPage 21 English. Changing the Brightness. Press the Brightness button to switch between
normal brightness conserves battery. Page 22 EnglishPage 23 English. Status Indicator Lights and
On Screen IconsPage 24 Troubleshooting EnglishPage 25 English. A computer is connected to the
projector but the projector will not display the. Page 26 Specifications EnglishPage 27 English.
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BLP508001 Rechargeable LithiumIon BatteryPage 29 EnglishThis warranty. Page 30 EnglishAustin,
TX 787269000. Weighing in at 0.2 kg, this mini pocketsized projector is perfect for impromptu
business meetings and personal movie viewing on the go. Read
Review.http://www.location-chalet-jura.eu/img/cz-83-user-manual.xml

RoHS Statement 3M Projection Systems can provide RoHS certification for products meeting the
RoHS 1 direcTo install the battery slide the back cover off, insert the battery, and reinstall the
cover.You can also power the projector with the 3M MPro120 Car Charger, available separately.
Installing An Outlet Adapter Onto The Power Adapter 1 Select the outlet adapter that will plug into
your wall outlet. 2 Align the outlet adapter to the power adapter. Turn the outlet adThe battery is
charged by connecting the 3M MPro120 power adapter to the projector. 1 Turn the projector power
off. 2 Connect the power adapter to the projector’s DC in. 3 Connect the other end of the power
adapter into the electrical outlet. 4 The Status Indicator wiImportant Note There are two red
connectors on the Component AV cable. One is for the right audio channel andOnce you have the AV
cable, you may need the cable adapters to connect the video device cable and the projector cable.
Some video devices, by default, will not output a video Description Resolution width x heightPlease
refer to the device’s documentation for details on enabling the video output. Powering Off Press and
hold the power button for 3 seconds. Release the power button when the projected image is. Post
your question here in this forum. Were committed to dealing with such abuse according to the laws
in your country of residence. When you submit a report, well investigate it and take the appropriate
action. Well get back to you only if we require additional details or have more information to share.
Note that email addresses and full names are not considered private information. Please mention
this; Therefore, avoid filling in personal details. Please enter your email address. Please try
again.Please try your search again later.You can edit your question or post anyway.Amazon
calculates a products star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average.

The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from
verified purchasers and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again I wasnt expecting it to be an overly exceptional product, but I was
surprised when I hooked it up. The best picture, obviously, will come out of a smaller projection, but
in my class it projects a 3 foot by 5 foot image pretty well. So, over all, here are the great things
about this little product It doesnt tell you in the description that this comes with almost all the hook
ups you need for the TV and computer projection which was a nice surprise. It also comes with a
very little spiderlike stand to hold it and converters to charge it for those that travel out of the
country. Its too bad that I didnt know that and ordered all the chords anyway. Its quiet. It can work
on battery power for over an hour, but you can also choose to plug it in. It is a REALLY EASY set up.
Literally, all you have to do is plug it in and click a button after turning it on. Projecting from an
Apple and then later from an IBM was the same. It works fine with both. I have NOT tried it from my
ipod or blackberry yet though because there are no hook ups for these products with it. Though you
need a dark room to get the full quality of the picture, it is good for presentations, movies darker
ones like the newest version of Christmas Carol were a little problematic, but worked fine, video
games, and other short viewings. it is tiny. Really, it is less than a pound. I love that the most about
this product. It is so easy to travel with. Its the size of 2 cell phones. Overall I am thrilled with the
product. I bought it used and only spent 150 on it. I think it was well worth it.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again That being said, this is a great little projector.

It is small and compact can fit in your pocket and does a very nice job presenting so long as your
room is dark the darker the better. It does not have many lumens, but for what it has, I was very,
very pleased. A couple of notes that I have found out as I have played with it First of all, while you
can project onto a wall, you can get more out of this little guy if you have a good screen especially if
you have a screen that has the small glass beads impregnated in the fabric to brighten it up. The
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little tripod it comes with is convenient, but not as stable as I would like. I have a regular tripod that
I use with this for presentations, though I have found that the screw from my tripod is longer than
the depth of the socket on the projector. I solved this problem by carrying a washer along with me to
put between the projector and tripod. That effectively shortens the length of the screw so you can
get it tight. Dont plan on using the built in speakers unless you absolutely must. I either carry
speakers along with me preferred or use my laptop speakers. You are buying this for portability, not
for a surround sound presentation. There is a little cooling fan in this projector that can get kind of
noisy. One of the people recently commented to me that it sounded like it was firing photon
torpedoes. It is easily tuned out in my opinion, though I suppose some would be distracted by it.
Remember, this is not for large rooms, but for small presentations. Some of the reviews have spoken
of up to 50 people, I would suggest that this is ideal for a conference room where 10 folks are
gathered around a table. Because the lumens are low, when dark slides or movie clips are shown, it
tends to be kind of hard to see definition, but I have seen larger projectors with much higher lumen
ratings have this problem as well. There is a brightness control, but it only has two settings.

Were I to suggest improvements, I would say, increase lumens, deepen the socket for the tripod
stand, and drop the speakers. I have spent the last several years lugging a heavy projector and case
with me when I needed to make a presentation. Those days are effectively over!Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again I was looking for something small and portable that I could set up
easily and and enjoy a flick or two while deployed to Afghanistan in the Army. This little gizmo was
all that and then some. Being deployed you have very little space to lug things around and even
littler space to call your own. This thing is about the size of a deck of cards only a little longer. I got
it very quickly only about a week after I ordered it which really says a lot considering where I am
currently located on the map!!! It was a breeze to set up, which means all I did was plug it into the
computer and the wall and it was ready. It has about a 2 hour battery once you charge it up which is
great for when the power goes out and you want to finish your movie or whatever youre doing. My
only complaint is that the screen is a little dark at times but hey for 150 bucks you cant go wrong in
my opinion. Ive used this to do some training via power point and it works great. I dont know if the
lights will last for 20,000 hours like it says but I will definately put it to the test. It could use a longer
cord for connecting to the computer but the one it comes with works just fine if you dont mind
having the projector within 2 feet of your computer. Basically I dont have anything bad to say it
works great for the stuff that I use it for and would recommend it for any soldier who is deployed its
cheap and works just fine.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again It was worth the
money I spent. The projector has built in speakers, but they are pretty much worthless.

I have a had time imagining a situation where they would actually be used verses actually hooking
up a set of computer speakers to the video source device. My biggest problem with this unit is that it
does not have a keystone option. You have to place the projector at 90 degrees to the screen or get
image distortion. For the still images I will be projecting I imagine that I will be able to predistort
them as a work around, but it is going to take me some figuring to do. For video Maybe there are
programs to do that with you video feed, but Im not aware of them.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again I think a lot of the negative reviews come from people who believe that it
should compete with larger LCD projectors. But in the product information, it clearly says that it is
not meant to replace a fullroom projector. So having said that, for my purposes, this projector is
great. I am using it in a dark room with 810 people and it works perfectly I havent tried out the
speakers yet. The video is clear and bright. Its not gonna knock anyones socks off, but it works well.
If you need a small projector for a small audience, this will work great for you. You cant beat the
price.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Good for small business meetings and
partys.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again Ive been using for a few years now. I bought it initially to use when painting a
mural. Worked well for that. Now I use it on a tripod to project movies on the wall in my bedroom.



Not great for media. It isnt bright enough and the color is way too dark.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again Easy to set up, fun to use.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again The best picture is when the room is dark of course but can be seen with some lighting.

I read a lot of reviews about the Mpro120 there were many that rated this product low and said it
just didnt work. This is not the case for me I was so amazed with the picture I am ordering 2 more.
This does not project in HD but gets the job done and even my 7 year old can set it up. Great for
movies and watching TV at night. This really works great the only thing I would look at is sound you
may want to buy something else to plug your audio into the speaker is ok but I thought it would be
better to buy the kids a surround sound for their room.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please
try again The challenging part is the length of the cords given that you need to place the projector
far from the computer to get a large enough image and to balance the small unit at the correct
height. Still, it is a marvel for the size and price and I dont regret the purchase. Its great for
impromptu presentations.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Ive only had it for a
few weeks but it works very well. Ive had no problems with it so far. The hookup was very easy for
me. It is very compatible with the MacBook laptop. I also appreciated all the different hookup
attachments that came with this projector. If you cannot get connected one way, it comes with
several different plugins to ensure connectivity to your equipment. Ive watched several movies with
this projector. It does require a very dim room for viewing. So, the darker the room the better it
shows. The challenge that I have is adjusting the height for viewing. I would recommend the spider
tripod or something thats adjustable for height. To me, the picture clarity is comparable to your
analog TV or better.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again My only negative is that
the room needs to be TOTALLY dark for it to work well. Otherwise, this small pocket projector is
great. It has lasted five years, and shows no sign of giving up. Have not needed to replace the bulb
yet.

The sound quality is poor, but I have external speakers for that.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.
Please try again The primary purpose of this is to deliver impromptu presentations to a very small
number of people 12. Looking over my shoulder on my laptop isnt very practical. Once I received the
product, I charged it up and projected from my macbook pro onto my kitchen refrigerator. The
brightness was actually alot better than I expected I guess I had doubts and low expectations. As
noted, this is in no way, able to replace a conference room projector. You should speak to the slides,
and not read or have your viewers read. Keep the presentation simple!Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again. If you want us to review it drop us a line and we just might bump it to
the front of our reviews queue. Thats okay though because you can add your own review and well
feature it here. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating,
whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer
trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or
missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product. I wasnt expecting it to be an
overly exceptional product, but I was surprised when I hooked it up. I think it was well worth it.
Reviewed in the United States on January 19, 2015 Works pretty well for the price and size, I guess.
Ive been using for a few years now. It isnt bright enough and the color is way too dark. Please try
again later. Dani Elle 4.0 out of 5 stars I wasnt expecting it to be an overly exceptional product, but I
was surprised when I hooked it up. I think it was well worth it.Please try again later. Please try again
later. Win Groseclose 5.0 out of 5 stars That being said, this is a great little projector.

Those days are effectively over!Please try again later. Please try again later. That Guy 4.0 out of 5
stars I was looking for something small and portable that I could set up easily and and enjoy a flick
or two while deployed to Afghanistan in the Army. Basically I dont have anything bad to say it works
great for the stuff that I use it for and would recommend it for any soldier who is deployed its cheap



and works just fine.Please try again later. Please try again later. Peter M. Mockridge 4.0 out of 5
stars It was worth the money I spent. For video Maybe there are programs to do that with you video
feed, but Im not aware of them.Please try again later. Please try again later. ViewMaster 5.0 out of 5
stars I think a lot of the negative reviews come from people who believe that it should compete with
larger LCD projectors. You cant beat the price.Please try again later. Please try again later. Urszula
K. 5.0 out of 5 stars Good for small business meetings and partys.Please try again later. Please try
again later. Erika Velez Ayala 4.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later. Anne
Haley 3.0 out of 5 stars Ive been using for a few years now. It isnt bright enough and the color is
way too dark.Please try again later. Please try again later. Myklynn 5.0 out of 5 stars Easy to set up,
fun to use.Please try again later. Please try again later. Leif Sawyer 5.0 out of 5 stars The best
picture is when the room is dark of course but can be seen with some lighting. This really works
great the only thing I would look at is sound you may want to buy something else to plug your audio
into the speaker is ok but I thought it would be better to buy the kids a surround sound for their
room.Please try again later. Please try again later. Imagine that this responsive datasheet is included
in the product page of your webshop. How to integrate Icecat LIVE JavaScript. A manufacturer can
have multiple brand names.

Some manufacturers license their brand names to other producers. Product name is a key part of the
Icecat product title on a product datasheet. Multiple product codes can be mapped to one mother
product datasheet if the specifications are identical. We map away wrong codes or sometimes
logistic variants. With a device like this, giving professional, clear presentations is easy. Or make
your own home cinema! But the datasheet is not yet standardized by an Icecat editor.Whether you’re
making an impromptu business presentation or sharing photos with friends, the MPro120 allows you
to project images and videos on almost any wall, almost anywhere. Includes cables, a protective bag,
rechargeable battery, a tabletop tripod and a 1 year warranty. Images can be displayed onthefly
from computers or mobile devices including MP3 players or iPods, smartphones and digital cameras.
Project image sizes from 8” to 50”. Builtin speakers provide sound. The energysaving LED light lasts
20,000 hours. Best of all, it fits in your pocket! Mean time between failures MTBF 20000 h. RMS
rated power 1 W. Market positioning Portable. Weight 159 g Please contact your account manager
at Icecat. If possible, the net weight is given including standard accessories and supplies.The
average score reflects the expert community’s view on this product. Click below and use Uk to see
all ratings, product awards and conclusions. De gemiddelde score geeft aan hoe profesionals dit
product waarderen. Klik hieronder om naar testseek te gaan en voor alle productbeoordelingen,
testen en conclusies. Le score moyen reflete l’avis de la communaute des experts sur ce produit.
Cliquez sur l’onglet cidessous et utilisez Testseek pour voir les notes, les prix de produits et les
conclusions. Das duchschnittliche Epertenrating ist 66 von 100. Die durchschnittlich erreichte
Punktezahl gibt die Meinung der Expertencommunity uber das Produkt wieder.

Klicken Sie unten und nutzen Sie Testseek um alle Beurteilungen, Produktauszeichnungen und
Schlussfolgerungen sehen zu konnen. Tale media riflette l’opinione della comunita degli esperti
circa questo prodotto. Fate clic qui sotto e usate Testseek per visualizzare tutte le valutazioni, i
premi ricevuti dal prodotto e le conclusioni. El promedio de la calificacion refleja la opinion de la
comuniudad de los expertos referente a este producto. Haga click abajo y use Testseek para poder
ver todas las calificaciones, galardones y conclusiones del producto. Den gennemsnitlige score
reflekterer ekspertpanelets opfattelse af dette produkt. Klik nedenfor og brug Dk for at se alle
bedommelser, produkter og konklusioner. Det genomsnittliga betyget reflekterar experternas
samlade syn pa denna produkt. Klicka nedanfor och anvand Se for att se alla betyg, utmarkelser och
kommentarer. Measuring just 50x115x22mm, the 160g MPro120 isnt much bigger than a thick
candy bar, and it fits into a pocket just as easily. Though it has the same basic design as its pr.
Richard Jantz. However, it really isnt bright enough for projecting at larger sizes and it should
include an adapter for Apple iPods and iPhones. However, it really isnt bright enough for projecting



at larger sizes and it should include an adapter for Apple iPods and iPhones. Plus, although 3M
doesn’t make big deal of it in its marketing material, it can play anything that has a composite video
output, suc. Cool, tactile design. Decent battery life. Good array of connectivity. Barely functional
audio. La batterie est quant a elle particulierement resistante, avec plus de trois heures d’autonomie
dans le mode le plus lumineux. En ce qui concerne. Voici le test du MPro 120 par nos confreres de
TestNumerique.fr. Ce p. Deja, l’emballage est joli et les connectiques fournies sont nombreuses et
completes. On trouvera meme un trepied qui se visse dans le corps du projecteur. La matiere utilisee
pour carener le MPro 120.

Pico projectors, also known as handheld or pocket projectors, are an emerging technology that could
be a p. However, I feel that the pico projector technology is still in early stages and lacks in.
Measuring just 0.9 by 2.4 by 4.7 inches, the 5.6ounce MPro120 isnt much bigger than a thick candy
bar, and it fits into a pocket just as easily. ProductMPro120Rating Scale 5 Superior4 Very Goo. See
more like this projectors, iPod nano, iPhone, iPod nano, iPod touch, iPhone Recommend 0 YES 0 NO
0 Comments Email. Measuring just 0.9 by 2.4 by 4.7 inches, the 5.6ounce MPro120 isnt much bigger
than a thick candy bar, and it fits into a pocket just as easily. Bring it on a business trip, and you can
conne. It really wasn’t very long ago that this product’s predecessor, the MPro 110, hit the market.
It got pretty lame reviews before which I prematurely called it awesome, but th. Just try using one in
a public space—connecting it to a camera to show a friend some photos, say—and see what happens.
Connects to computers and video sources. Rechargeable battery. Audio is barely loud enough to be
usable. Fortunately, 3Ms MPro120 goes far to outshine the original MPro110.Icecat can be of
assistance in securing the necessary permissions or implementing a brands Digital Rights
Management policies. Login to view all product specs or request a Full Icecat subscription to
download product specs. Icecat can be of assistance in securing the necessary permissions or
implementing a brands Digital Rights Management policies. Login to view all product specs or
request a Full Icecat subscription to download product specs. Open Icecat is the most powerful
network as it is used by 92329 channel partners already If you continue to use this site we will
assume that you are happy with it. If you want NextDay, we can save the other items for later. Order
by, and we can deliver your NextDay items by.

You won’t get NextDay delivery on this order because your cart contains items that aren’t “NextDay
eligible”. In your cart, save the other items for later in order to get NextDay delivery. Oops! There
was a problem with saving your items for later. You can go to cart and save for later
there.Manufacturers,Products are certificated with CE, FCC etc. Safety Features Over Current
Protection, Over Voltage Protection, Over Temperature Protection, Short Circuit Protection. Product
names are trademarks of the listed manufacturer or other owners, and are not trademarks of
ABLEGRID. The manufacturer does not necessarily endorse use of these products Warning This
product can expose you to chemicals including DEHP, which is known to the State of California to
cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. Ask a question Ask a question If you
would like to share feedback with us about pricing, delivery or other customer service issues, please
contact customer service directly. So if you find a current lower price from an online retailer on an
identical, instock product, tell us and well match it. See more details at Online Price Match. All
Rights Reserved. To ensure we are able to help you as best we can, please include your reference
number Feedback Thank you for signing up. You will receive an email shortly at Here at
Walmart.com, we are committed to protecting your privacy. Your email address will never be sold or
distributed to a third party for any reason. For immediate help, please contact Customer Care.
Thank you Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. OK
Thank you! Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of customers. Sorry.
We’re having technical issues, but we’ll be back in a flash. Done. Connects to computers and video
sources. Rechargeable battery. Audio is barely loud enough to be usable.



Just try using one in a public space—connecting it to a camera to show a friend some photos,
say—and see what happens. Youll quickly find that its high on the list of gadgets that encourage
total strangers to come over and start conversations.Its similar in many ways to the firstgeneration
MPro110 that it replaces, but mostly better. The reason for the qualification—that the MPro120 is
mostly better—is that that despite some clear improvements, like a boost in brightness, 3M has
made a fundamental change in the engine that arguably hurts as much as it helps. The new engine
uses red, green, and blue LEDs in sequence, as in TIs DLPbased engine—which youll find, for
example, in the Optoma Pico PK101. SEE ALSO The Best Portable Projectors for 2020 According to
3M, using redgreenblue LEDs gives the MPro120 richer colors. Unfortunately, it also gives it
something called the rainbow effect, with light areas of the image breaking up into little
redgreenblue rainbows when objects move on screen or you shift your gaze. Some people can easily
ignore it, while others find it annoying. If you fall into the second category, youd probably be willing
to do without the richer colors in exchange for not having the rainbow effect. Im relatively sensitive
to it, and I noticed the breakup repeatedly throughout my testing. However, its far from the worst
example Ive seen, and I consider the effect tolerable for the MPro120, even though Id be happier not
to see it at all. The front of the projector is defined by the lens and a focus thumbwheel along one of
the 2.4inch sides. The back offers a power input and a proprietary connector to let you plug in one of
the supplied cables for a computer and video source. To actually use the projector, simply plug in a
cable, turn on the power, and point the lens towards whatever you want to use as a screen.


